Reactivation
We suggest the location of the elevator in a strategic point of Cal Metre path, former acces to the early XX century textile industries along the river. The position, right in the middle of the path, triggers the incorporation of this unused track as a new, great, natural public space, in contact with the river, for Gironella’s inhabitants.

Integration
Gironella’s river facade is formed by a series of medieval remains that mean an architectural and historic heritage for the town, such as the stone wall and the industrial colonies. Our proposal seeks to be integrated respectfully as a new layer in the historical memory of the place. We also recognise Cal Metre path’s vegetal layer as a first grade of public space relationship and we look for material continuity with the factories.

Accessibility
The elevator eliminates the stepped streets problem and becomes a dinamizer for the upper square and a reactivator for the lower river path. It creates a continuity between these two splendid public spaces where all kind of activities can be held.